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Abstract
 The paper is showing how to measure, by means of the segmentation of a SEM image, the cross-sections of
the particles in fly ash.
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The paper is showing how to measure, by means of the segmenta on of a SEM image, the cross-sec ons of
the par cles in ﬂy ash.
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As explained in [1], ﬂy ash is a coal combus on product composed of ﬁne par cles. In the past, "ﬂy ash was
generally released into the atmosphere", but today the requirement of avoiding air pollu on is imposing its
capture prior to be released. In modern power plants genera ng ﬁne par cles from combus on,
electrosta c precipitators or other ﬁltra on devices generally capture ﬂy ash before the gases containing it
reach the chimneys of the plants [1].
Thanks to Wikipedia and user Wabeggs we can see a photomicrograph made by means of a scanning
electron microscope (SEM) and back-sca er detector. Here the image is reproduced in the Figure 1. Besides
being very beau ful, this image is very interes ng and seems useful for an elabora on, by means of an
image processing, to evaluate the size of the par cles we ﬁnd in it. Some references which are studying the
ﬂy ash with image processing and image segmenta on are given in [2-10].
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Figure 1: Thanks to Wikipedia and user Wabeggs we can see a photomicrograph made by means of a
scanning electron microscope (SEM) and back-sca er detector. Here we see the image we use for
processing ( 600x509 pixels ).
 
Here let us address a simple problem: that of measuring the cross-sec on of the par cles that we see in
the Figure 1. We measure it by means of a segmenta on based on thresholding as discussed and applied in
[11-16].
In image processing, a segmenta on is a process of par  oning an image into mul ple sets of pixels, that
is, into some domains deﬁned as “super-pixels”, in order to have a representa on more useful to the
following desired analyses [17-20]. The typical use of the image segmenta on is that of locate objects (the
domains), and ﬁnd the boundaries among them. Speciﬁcally, the segmenta on is a process of assigning a
label to every pixel in an image, such that the pixels having the same label share certain characteris cs [20].
Consequently, the result of the segmenta on is a set of "segments" or “super-pixels”, covering the whole
image. Here in the Figure 2 the segmenta on of the Figure 1.
 
 
Figure 2: Result of the segmenta on of the image in the Figure 1. Each domain (super-pixel) has a diﬀerent
colour.
 
The segmenta on that we used to obtain the Figure 2 is based on a binary image, that is, on a black and
white image obtained from that in the Figure 1. In the binary image, the domains are iden ﬁed as the
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super-pixels, giving them diﬀerent colours. The main part of the work is that of obtaining a proper binary
mage on which operate the segmenta on.
 
 
Figure 3: Eﬀect of the pre-processing of Fig.1 by means of the GIMP Re nex ﬁlter.
 
For the image in the Figure 1 we need a pre-processing. It is obtained using the GIMP Re nex ﬁlter that we
have used in some previous applica ons [21-26].
Several Re nex approaches exist [27,28]; one of them is known the Mul Scale Re nex with Colour
Restora on (MSRCR). GIMP Re nex is based on this approach to Re nex. It was developed by Fabien
Pelisson and is provided by GIMP so ware [29]. The resul ng image of this ﬁlter can be adjusted selec ng
diﬀerent levels, scales and dynamics. There are three “levels”: uniform, which tends to treat both low and
high intensity areas fairly, low, that “ﬂares up” the lower intensity areas on the image, and high that tends
to “bury” the lower intensity areas in favour of a be er rendering of the clearer areas of the image. The
“scale” determines the depth of the Re nex scale. Minimum value is 16, a value providing gross, unreﬁned
ﬁltering. Maximum value is 250. Op mal and default value is 240. A “scale division” determines the
number of itera ons in the mul scale Re nex ﬁlter. The minimum required, and the recommended value is
three. The “dynamic” slider allows adjus ng colour satura on contamina on around the new average
colour (default value is 1,2). The image in the Figure 3 is obtained using the ﬁlter level LOW, Scale 240,
Scale division 3 and Dynamic slider 1,2.
On the image of the Figure 3 a further processing is applied. It is obtained by the OILIFY ﬁlter of GIMP, that
makes the image look like an oil pain ng. The Mask size allows controlling the outcome. To have the Figure
4 (on the le ) we used the lowest value.
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Figure 4: On the le , the image obtained using OILIFY ﬁlter of GIMP on the image in Fig.3. On the right, the
binary image we obtained from this ﬁltered image.
 
The image in the Figure 4 is converted into a binary image by a thresholding. We use again the GIMP
so ware, in par cular the GIMP Threshold tool. It transforms an image into a black and white image,
where white pixels represent the pixels of the image the value of which is above the threshold, and black
pixels represent pixels with values below the threshold. In the Figure 4, on the right, the threshold was
determined to have the best choice, according to a direct visual observa on.
The resul ng binary image is containing white domains, the par cles, in a black background. In this image,
some par cles are fused in the same white domain. Moreover, the par cles can contain holes inside or
structures inside which are not relevant for the measurement of the cross-sec on. Therefore, a further
processing is required; in this last opera on, we work by hand using Paint so ware. It is quite short to do.
The ﬁnal result is in the Figure 5. In summary, to have the binary image, we started from image I in Fig.1.
We ﬁlter it using Re nex obtaining an image I’; then I’ is ﬁltered using OILIFY, having I’’. I’’ is converted in
black and white image I’’’ by a Thresholding. Finally I’’’ is adjusted by means of Paint.  Actually: I (Figure 1)
→ Re nex → I’ → OILIFY → I’’ → T → I’’’ → Paint → I’’’’ (Figure 5).
 
 
Figure 5: Here the binary image the segmenta on of which is given in the Figure 2.
 
A er having determined the coloured domains, it is easy to obtain the cross-sec on of each of them. The
cross-sec on is the number of pixels contained in the domain. If we have the possibility to know the
measure, in microns, of the image size, it is very simple to es mate the area (in microns) of the domains.
Moreover, we can determine the distribu on of the domains, that is, the distribu on of the cross-sec ons
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of the par cles in the SEM image, by coun ng them according to their area within intervals spaced of a
certain amount of pixels. Here the original image is scaled to 600x509 pixels, in order to reduce the  me of
computa on, and the areas are spaced of 10 pixels. We obtain the distribu on given in the Figure 6.
 
 
Figure 6: Distribu on of the cross-sec ons of par cles. In this diagram, we have not considered the two
largest irregular par cles (green and pale green) of the Figure 2. The area are spaced in intervals of 10
pixels.
 
As we can see, there is a large amount of very small par cles. From the area of par cles, since they are
almost spherical a distribu on of diameters can be deduced too. Moreover, on the data obtained from the
segmenta on, we have the possibility of making further sta s cal studies, which are under considera on.
Let us conclude showing another example of segmenta on on an image from Wikipedia, user Shinkolobwe
(Figure 7). It is another photomicrograph made with a Scanning Electron Microscope.
 
 
Figure 7: Thanks to Wikipedia and user Shinkolobwe we can see another example of segmenta on of a SEM
photomicrograph of ﬂy ash.
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